By means of a characterization of the band generated by a set of charges on an algebra of sets one can obtain unified proofs of some decomposition theorems for charges and measures.
1. Introduction. Let 31 be an algebra of subsets of a set S2. By ba(3t) we denote the order complete vector lattice of all bounded, additive, real functions on 3Í and elements of its positive cone ba( 21 ) + are referred to as charges. Let V be an order complete vector sublattice of ba( 31 ). We prove a decomposition theorem for charges in V which implies the following decomposition. Let M be the set of all charges X e V+ such that X is an extreme point of the convex set of charges in V which coincide with A on a subalgebra of 3t. Then each charge p e V+ has a unique decomposition p = ¡ix + p2, where ju1 is a countable sum of elements of M and p2 is a charge which is disjoint from each element of M. However, it is shown that this decomposition only depends on a certain property of the set M and a suitable characterization of the band generated by M. For several choices of V the elements of M may be characterized by an approximation property [3, 4] . In case V = ba( 31 ) and V = ca( 31 ) we derive characterizations of the second component in the above decomposition, where ca( 2Í ) denotes the order complete vector sublattice of ba( 31 ) consisting of the countably additive functions in ba(3t); elements of ca(3t)+ are referred to as measures. We need some further notation. For a subset M of V let B(M) denote the band generated by M in V and M-1 the set of all p e V disjoint from each X e M, i.e. |ju.| a |\| = 0 for each X e M. For a convex subset C of V let ex C denote the set of all extreme points of C. If v, p e V+ with v < p, then v is called a minorant of p.. Proof, (i) => (ii). The inclusion (M±) + e N2 is obvious. Conversely, let p e N2 and X e M. By (i) X A p e Nx holds, i.e. X A p = E"=1A" with Xn e M for every n e N. Since A" < À A ju, < /i, we obtain Xn = 0 for every n e N and so À A ju = 0. This yields fieM1. Theorem. Assume that (P) is satisfied. Then each p e V + has a unique decomposition p = px + p2, where Px G ^i and p2 e N2.
Remark. In case V = ca( 31 ), where 31 is a a-algebra on ß, consider the following property of M which is stronger than (P): and /t, + À -/x g £(À|33), ; = 1, 2. It follows X = px + X -p = p,2 + X -p, thus /Xj = ii2. This implies p e M. Therefore the Theorem applies.
In order to characterize M and the corresponding set N2 we need the following information.
For ¡i e ba(3I)+ define the R^-valued vector charge p on 31 by ¡X = (p(B n •))BeS • p is said to be strongly continuous if for each e > 0 there exists a finite partition {Ax,... ,A") of Í2 in 3t such that/x(^,) < ejû(n) for every i; ¡X is said to be strongly nonatomic if for each A e 31 and a G [0,1] there exists Ax e 31 such that Ax c A and p(Ax) = ap(A). A charge p on 31 is called 93-approximable if 93 is dense in 31 in the topology of the semimetric (A, B) >-* ¡x(AaB). (4) Let G be a semigroup which acts from the left on ß and assume that 3t and 93 are invariant algebras, 93 c 31. Let ba(3t)G denote the order complete vector sublattice of ba(3l) consisting of the invariant elements of ba(3l). Choose in (1) V -ba(31)c or V = ca(3t)G. An invariant charge a on 31 is called (93, G)-approximable if for each sequence (^4")"eN in 3Í such that lim" ¡m_o0p(A"AAm) = 0 and \imn_xp(AnAg~lAn) = 0 for every g e G and for each e > 0 there exists B e 93 with infneNp(AnAB) < e. Then according to [3] 
